
How to Use and Navigate Wikipedia 

 

Encyclopedias used to have information written, edited, and approved for print by an educational 

board. Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia where there is no charge to both read and edit entries 

made by volunteers. To create articles or content, you need to know the basics.  

Wikipedia recommends creating a personal account where you can create your own interactive 

page to practice writing, editing and communicating with other aspiring writers and editors; 

manipulating your content until you've deemed it worthy of publishing. However, you are not 

distributing your own feelings or opinions, but providing factual information that others may rely 

on and use. Information must be significant in some way and backed by credible citations or 

references. Always assume your source material is under copyright-protection to avoid 

plagiarism.  

Because many contributors are not professionals, the Manual of Style page explains style and 

format to be used on the site. It is important to be both correct and unbiased on your topic. 

Creating, adding and removing content is about development. The Edit tab will let you see 



content that is allowed to be edited. You can use the Mark Up feature or use the Visual version 

that is easier to use.  

Writing your article will require research for material. Try the Most-Wanted Articles page for 

content Wiki feels is missing from the site or images that need further explanation. There are 

Requested or Suggested material pages too. The Article Wizard can help you begin. Other tools 

as you move along include Talk pages, tutorials, the Wiki Teahouse, help desk, and live chat. 

Communicate with other Wiki author volunteers with questions about the Manual of Style so you 

can keep your published information consistent with others. 

The Writing Better Articles page gives advice on how to write an engaging article, starting with 

an outline on how to structure it.  Be sure your language is professional, but not too complex. 

Simple English will reach all audiences abilities to read and comprehend. Topics need to be 

remarkable in some way and there are examples to look at along with sources used. Never pick a 

topic or tone that may be considered rude or offensive.  

This should give the basics to get started with Wikipedia. As you get more comfortable, there is 

even more information and tools to discover. You can play in the Sandbox feature, ask 

questions, and be aware that others can edit your work too. 

 

 


